
eXpdc Western Sichuan 2011 

26th Aug – 9th Sept, 2011 (14N/15D) 
 
Come join Penang eXpdc Club’s maiden China expedition to explore western Sichuan. Blessed with 
amazing sceneries, pictured landscape and unique culture of Sino-Tibetan heritage. Western Sichuan 
with its close proximity with Tibet showcased one of the best of China’s tourist trail and historical 
remnants dating back 2,000 years. 
 
Tour Description 
 
Visit places of interest in 4wd vehicle with Chinese driver. You will enjoy the journey spike with 
dream like sceneries; experience first hand the daily lives of the local people and often going off the 
beaten tracks unlike any of those standard tour packages. This will be your dreamed 4x4 exploration 
adventure. 
 
Expedition Price – Exclude air ticket, Visa, Tips for tour guides and Personal Expenses. 
 

1. RM 5,700 per pax with 4 pax in a 4wd / Twin sharing 
2. RM 6,800 per pax with 3 pax in a 4wd / Twin sharing & Single Occupancy 
3. RM 7,900 per pax with 2 pax in a 4wd / Twin sharing  
4. RM 6,800 per pax with 4 pax in a 4wd / Single Occupancy 
5. RM 7,600 per pax with 3 pax in a 4wd / Single Occupancy 
6. RM 9,000 per pax with 2 pax in a 4wd / Single Occupancy 

 
Flight Info 
Air Asia D7 2626 Kuala Lumpur (KUL) to Chengdu (CTU)  $ 1,385 (Including airport tax  
Friday, 26 August 2011. Depart 1815 Arrive 2240       & fuel surcharge) 
Air Asia D7 2627 Chengdu (CDU) to Kuala Lumpur (KUL)   $  673 (Including airport tax  
Friday, 9 September 2011. Depart 2355 Arrive 0435 (+1 day)      & fuel surcharge) 
Total air ticket $ 2,058 as at 22 June 2011. Price may subject to change by Air Asia.  
 
Visa and tips for tour guide 
Application for China Visa per entry around RM 100 and tips to tour guide estimate RM 10 per day 
depending on their service.  
 
Interested? Why wait? Grasp this opportunity! We operate from first come first serve basis. 
 
Limited to 20 pax only. 
 
Contact: Club Secretariat Tel: 04-3326737  Fax: 04-3236205 

Tan Hooi Teik (9W2TAN) 012-4200282 (Expedition Leader) 
Casey Au    (9W2CAU) 012-4898918 (Expedition Organizer)          

 

 



  

 
 

15D14N Western Sichuan Expedition 

26/8  Arrival Chengdu and check-in hotel at Chengdu 

26/8           

  

 

27/8  Chengdu     BLD   one night in Chengdu 

Local city tour of Chengdu by local tour guide. Chengdu is the capital city of Sichuan Province, it is 

famous for its mild climate, rich products, as well as its beautiful scenerary. 

27/8           
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28/8  Chengdu-Yaan    BLD  one night in Yaan 

Head for Yaan to visit Shangli Ancient Town and Giant Panda Habitat, where you can see more than 10 

lovely Giant Pandas. 

28/8  -  180km      
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29/8  Yaan-Moxi    BLD  one night in Moxi 

Drive to Moxi. On the way, we will pass Erlangshan Tunnel. Before the tunnel was built, this section of 

road, an important part of Sichuang-Tibet road, is tough and dangerous. 

29/8  -  166km       

 

 

 

 

 

30/8  Moxi-Kangding   BLD  one night in Kangding 

Take bus to visit Hailuogou Natural Scenerary Spots. Here you can view the main peak of Gongga Snow 

Mountain, which is named as the King Mountain of Shushan. The main peak is as high as 7556meters. 

Then we will take cable car to enjoy the beautiful glacier. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 
 

30/8  -  76km       
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31/8  Kangding-Litang    BLD one night in Litang 

Today we will drive to Litang, on the way, two moutain pass of 4298meters and 4412meters will be 

passed by. 

31/8  -  285km       
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1/9  Litang-Yading     BLD one night inYading 

Enjoy Haizishan scenery on the way.  

1/9  -  260km       
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2/9  Yading-Daocheng    BLD one night in Daocheng   

Take bus to the senic spot, then enjoy three beautiful snow mount, Xian Nai Ri, Xia Nuo Duo ji andYang 

Mai Yong. You can also take a horse ride on your own expense to enjoy the grassland and small ponds. 

Afterwards, drive to Daocheng. 

2/9   -  120km         
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3/9  Daocheng-Xinduqiao   BLD one night in Xinduqiao个   

Sep. and Oct. are the best season of Daocheng and Xinduqiao, especially for shutterbugs. Golden leaves, 

crystal blue river and sky, red grassland, all these attacts lots of tourists. 

3/9  -  356km     
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4/9  Xinduqiao-Tagong-Bamei  BLD one night in Bamei 

“the paradise of photographers’, this is the name of Xinduqiao 

Town. Apart from the scenery of Daocheng, the lovely Tibetan 

houses, flock of yaks and sheep, make the pictures more lively and 

beautiful.  

4/9  - -  80km     
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5/9  Bamei-Danba     BLD one night in Danba 

Enjoy the beautiful scenerary of Bamei. You can see yaks, sheep and beautiful Tibet villages on the way .  

5/9  -  90km      
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6/9  Danba-Siguniang Mount   BLD  one night in Siguniangshan 

Visit the Jia Ju Tibet village and then overview some barbicans in 

Danba. Head for Siguniang Mount, on they way, we will visit a 

magnificent tower building.  

6/9   -  114km      

  

 



  

7/9  Sightseeing in Siguniang Mount BLD one night in Siguniang Mount 

Siguniang Mountain is the east edge of Hengduanshan Mountain. Four peaks ranks from the north to the 

south. Guniang, in Chinese is girl. Sigunniang moutnain in English is: four girls mountain or four sisters 

mountain.  

7/9        
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8/9  Siguniang Mount-Chengdu  BLD one night in Chengdu 

Overcross the mountain pass of 4487meters at Balangshan, arrive Chengdu. Enjoy changing-face 

performance on your own expense.  

8/9  - -  230km    
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9/9  Chengdu--KL     BL 

Visit Wuhou Temple and Jinli Street, take flight to KL in the afternoon.  

9/9  -        

 

 

B = Breakfast, L = Lunch, D = Dinner  


